VIDEO INTERVIEW FOR INCOMING MBAs

MORE THAN 50% OF EMPLOYERS NOW USE VIDEOS IN 1ST ROUND

CONSISTENTLY RANKED “LEAST COMFORTABLE” TYPE OF INTERVIEW BY CANDIDATES

THE GCC LEARNS YOUR CAREER GOALS & BASELINE INTERVIEWING SKILL LEVEL

SURVEYS DONE BY RIVS DIGITAL HR
HOW TO COMPLETE:

Go to [http://tcu.interviewstream.com](http://tcu.interviewstream.com)

1. Click “Create Account” then “Conduct Interview”

2. Select “New FT MBA Student Interview” and click “Choose This Interview”

3. Your answers to the 10 questions must be 2 minutes or less; you will have 3 chances to review each answer.

4. Follow the onscreen instructions to completion.

HELPFUL HINTS:

- You will need Internet connection and a laptop or tablet with a **webcam** and a **microphone**.

- **Estimated Time to Complete**: Approximately 20 – 30 minutes from start to finish

- Here are some additional tips to make your video interview the best possible representation of yourself.

- **Questions**: Contact the Graduate Career Center at [mbajobs@tcu.edu](mailto:mbajobs@tcu.edu) or 817-257-7119